CULTURAL PROGRAMMING for PEOPLE WITH MEMORY LOSS

This FREE 60–90 minute program takes place on the third Wednesday
of every month | 10:00–11:30. Space is limited and registration is required.
Contact Public Programs Assistant Ann Marie Craig at 262-247-2279 or
acraig@wisconsinart.org. More at wisconsinart.org/spark
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17 | 10:00–11:30
MINI GARDENS IN THE MOWA GARDENS
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MOWA’s spectacular hydrangea garden is in full
bloom and is the perfect spot to enjoy the art of
gardening by creating a terrarium to enjoy for
months to come. We’ll be outdoors under a canopy
if the weather is fine and indoors if it is not.
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 | 10:00–11:30
IT’S A POETRY PARTY!
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Join in the fun when poet Gary Glazner, internationally recognized leader in creative aging and participatory arts, gets the party going with interactive
performances of well-loved classic poems, humor,
movement, and music. Art will be our inspiration!
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19 | 10:00–11:30
AUTUMN CELEBRATION
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It’s autumn at MOWA, and there is no better way to
celebrate than engaging with the colors and downhome images in John Steuart Curry’s Wisconsin
Farm Scene painting. Bring along your favorite fall
recipe to exchange and enjoy a taste of pumpkin
cookies too!
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SPARK! programs are designed for families and care partners. If you are
from a facility and are interested in bringing a group to tour MOWA or
participate in an art activity, please contact the museum for details.

205 Veterans Avenue | West Bend
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